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Haltere-mediated equilibrium re¯exes of the
fruit ¯y, Drosophila melanogaster

Michael H. Dickinson
Department of Integrative Biology, University of California at Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

Flies display a sophisticated suite of aerial behaviours that require rapid sensory^motor processing.
Like all insects, £ight control in £ies is mediated in part by motion-sensitive visual interneurons that
project to steering motor circuitry within the thorax. Flies, however, possess a unique £ight control
equilibrium sense that is encoded by mechanoreceptors at the base of the halteres, small dumb-bell-
shaped organs derived through evolutionary transformation of the hind wings. To study the input of the
haltere system onto the £ight control system, I constructed a mechanically oscillating £ight arena
consisting of a cylindrical array of light-emitting diodes that generated the moving image of a 308
vertical stripe. The arena provided closed-loop visual feedback to elicit ¢xation behaviour, an
orientation response in which £ies maintain the position of the stripe in the front portion of their visual
¢eld by actively adjusting their wing kinematics. While £ies orientate towards the stripe, the entire
arena was swung back and forth while an optoelectronic device recorded the compensatory changes in
wing stroke amplitude and frequency. In order to reduce the background changes in stroke kinematics
resulting from the animal's closed-loop visual ¢xation behaviour, the responses to eight identical
mechanical rotations were averaged in each trial. The results indicate that £ies possess a robust
equilibrium re£ex in which angular rotations of the body elicit compensatory changes in both the
amplitude and stroke frequency of the wings. The results of uni- and bilateral ablation experiments
demonstrate that the halteres are required for these stability re£exes. The results also con¢rm that
halteres encode angular velocity of the body by detecting the Coriolis forces that result from the linear
motion of the haltere within the rotating frame of reference of the £y's thorax. By rotating the £ight
arena at di¡erent orientations, it was possible to construct a complete directional tuning map of the
haltere-mediated re£exes. The directional tuning of the re£ex is quite linear such that the kinematic
responses vary as simple trigonometric functions of stimulus orientation. The re£exes function primarily
to stabilize pitch and yaw within the horizontal plane.

Keywords: haltere; £ight; Drosophila melanogaster; vestibular system; aerodynamics; control systems

1. INTRODUCTION

Dipterous insects, the true £ies, are among the most
manoeuvrable of all £ying animals. The elevated
performance of £ies is partially explained by a number of
unique sensory specializations that have evolved in close
association with £ight behaviour. For example, the eyes of
some £ies exhibit an elevated temporal resolution that is
manifest in a £icker fusion frequency that approaches
300Hz (Autrum 1958). The visual system is further
endowed with a unique neural superposition architecture
that achieves high response sensitivity without a con-
comitant loss in spatial resolution (Braitenberg 1967;
Kirschfeld 1967). These characteristics are thought to
improve the measurement of optical £ow, which £ies use
to track moving objects, perceive depth, and monitor
their own motion through space (Egelhaaf & Borst 1994;
Kimmerle et al. 1997). Along with these visual specializa-
tions, £ies possess sensitive mechanosensory structures
called halteres that provide an additional means of
encoding self-motion during £ight. The halteres are
minute hindwings that have been modi¢ed through
evolution into elaborate sensory organs with no direct

aerodynamic role (¢gure 1a). Small muscles beat the
halteres back and forth during £ight in strict antiphase to
the motion of the wings (Pringle 1949).When the body of
the animal rotates during £ight, the halteres are subject
to inertial (Coriolis) forces that are linearly proportional
to the angular velocity of the body (Nalbach 1993;
Pringle 1948). Arrays of mechanoreceptors at the base of
the haltere detect the strains produced when the Coriolis
forces de£ect the end-knob from its beating plane. The
sensory a¡erents are thought to mediate compensatory
£ight control re£exes through their connections with
thoracic motor neurons innervating control muscles of the
wings and neck (Fayyazuddin & Dickinson 1996;
Hengstenberg 1991).

Although the vast majority of insects can £y quite well
without halteres, the tiny structures appear necessary for
stable £ight in £ies. Their importance in £ight stability
was recognized by Derham (1714), who was the ¢rst to
examine the free-£ight behaviour of £ies after surgically
removing their halteres. As Derham noted, £ies the
halteres of which have been ablated rapidly crash to the
ground if they attempt to £y. Derham envisioned that £ies
use their halteres much as tight-rope walkers use their
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long balancing poles, giving rise to the original term for
halteres (`balancers'). Although many theories for the
role of the halteres were advanced in the 19th and 20th
centuries (for a review of early studies, see Fraenkel &
Pringle (1938)), Pringle (1948) argued convincingly that
the halteres must function by detecting Coriolis forces,
the inertial forces acting on a moving object in a rotating
frame of reference. The magnitude and direction of the
Coriolis force is determined by the cross-product of
the haltere's linear velocity with the angular velocity
of the £y's thorax as well as the mass distribution of
the haltere. Evolution appears to have modi¢ed both the
motion and morphology of the haltere so as to increase the
magnitude of the Coriolis force and thus the sensitivity of
the haltere system. Each haltere beats through a stroke
angle of approximately 1808, the largest sweep possible
without striking the thorax at the top and bottom. This
extreme angle maximizes the linear velocity of the haltere
for a given length and oscillation frequency. In addition,
the `drumstick' morphology, which consists of a narrow
stalk and a globular end-knob, distributes most of the mass

at the fastest moving portion of the haltere. Nevertheless,
the actual de£ections of the stroke plane caused by the
Coriolis forces are quite small (Nalbach 1993; Pringle
1948) and the oscillatory motion of the haltere lies within a
narrow plane whether or not the body is rotating. Because
the linear velocity vector of the haltere is constrained to
one plane, the Coriolis forces resolve into just two compo-
nents: a force normal to the stroke plane and a force radial
to the long axis of the haltere. Even in the absence of body
rotation, however, the back-and-forth oscillation of the
haltere generates inertial and centripetal forces with large
radial components that haltere sensors could not unam-
biguously distinguish from radial components of the Coriolis
force (Nalbach 1993). For this reason, only the normal
component of the Coriolis force (i.e. normal to the haltere
stroke plane) provides reliable information on the angular
velocity of the body. Because the magnitude and time-
course of the normal forces on the two halteres is di¡erent
depending on the direction of body rotation, it is theoreti-
cally possible for the animal to distinguish among yaw,
pitch and roll.
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Figure 1. (a) Location and external morphology of halteres in the fruit £y, D. melanogaster. The images on the right show the
position of the four campaniform sensory ¢elds at the base of the haltere: v. scab., ventral scabellum; v. ped., ventral pedicellus;
d. scab., dorsal scabellum; d. ped., dorsal pedicellus (haltere drawing modi¢ed from Cole & Palka (1982)). (b) Angular
orientation of the haltere stroke plane. (c) Apparatus for testing equilibrium re£exes. A visual closed-loop £ight arena equipped
with an optical wing-beat analyser is mounted within a motor-controlled gimble. See text for details. By adjusting the alignment
of the arena through angles � and �, it is possible to rotate the animals through any arbitrary axis. Throughout the paper,
orientation of the rotation vector in the mid-sagittal (d ), and horizontal (e) planes is de¢ned with respect to the £y's longitudinal
body axis.
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One important role of the haltere is to stabilize the
position of the head during £ight by providing feedback
to the neck motor system (Sandeman & Markl 1980). In
a series of detailed studies, Nalbach and Hengstenberg
demonstrated that the blow£y, Calliphora eurythrocephala,
discriminates among oscillations about the yaw, pitch
and roll axes and uses this information to make
appropriate compensatory adjustments in head position
(Hengstenberg 1988; Nalbach 1993, 1994; Nalbach &
Hengstenberg 1994). Such re£exes probably act to mini-
mize retinal slip during £ight, thereby stabilizing the
image of the external world and increasing the accuracy
with which the visual system encodes motion. Nalbach
(1993) also con¢rmed Pringle's assertion that the halteres
function in equilibrium re£exes by detecting forces
acting normal to the stroke plane. In most of her
experiments, Nalbach stimulated the halteres by linearly
oscillating tethered £ies back-and-forth so that the
amplitude, time-course, and orientation of linear accel-
eration would simulate the normal components of
Coriolis forces generated by rotation. This `virtual'
rotation technique has several experimental advantages,
but it assumes an accurate knowledge of haltere
kinematics and cannot be used to mimic all directions of
body rotation.

Although the role of the haltere in stabilizing gaze may
be important, a more essential and immediate role of the
haltere is to provide rapid feedback to wing-steering
muscles to stabilize aerodynamic force moments. Using
high-speed cine ¢lm, Faust (1952) showed that blow£ies
(C. eurythrocephala) change the angle of attack and timing
of pronation and supination in response to imposed body
rotation. The kinematic responses were qualitatively
di¡erent for yaw, pitch and roll, indicating that the £y

could distinguish among rotations around these axes. By
quantifying the strength of the airstream behind the two
wings of a tethered £y, Schneider (1953) showed that
Calliphora make compensatory changes in aerodynamic
output in response to imposed yaw. Findings in another
blow£y, Lucilia serricata, suggest that this aerodynamic
response to imposed yaw may be mediated in part by
changes in the angle of attack of the wings or the timing
of wing rotation (Sandeman 1980). In Calliphora, pitching
motion also elicits a haltere-mediated change in stroke
frequency (Nalbach 1994).

While the results summarized above indicate that
haltere feedback alters stroke frequency and wing rota-
tion, its e¡ect on stroke amplitude is not well determined.
This lapse in knowledge is unfortunate, since studies of
the fruit £y, Drosophila melanogaster, suggest that modula-
tion of stroke amplitude is the primary means by which
£ies adjust lift, thrust and yaw torque during £ight (GÎtz
et al. 1979; Lehmann & Dickinson 1997a). The purpose of
this paper is to characterize the haltere-mediated changes
in stroke amplitude and frequency induced by imposed
body rotation in Drosophila. Fruit £ies are particularly
amenable to this analysis because it is possible to track
their wing kinematics on a stroke-by-stroke basis using an
optical wing-beat analyser (GÎtz 1987a), thereby over-
coming the need for labour-intensive high-speed cine or
video analysis. Tethered £ies are tested in a £ight arena
under closed-loop conditions in which they actively
control the motion of visual targets by changing stroke
kinematics (Heisenberg & Wolf 1984). By rotating the
visual panorama together with the £y, mechanical
rotations of the body are uncoupled from counter rota-
tions of the visual world, thereby isolating the in£uence of
the halteres on the £ight control system. The robustness
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with which Drosophila will £y within a closed-loop £ight
arena make it possible to generate a detailed directional
tuning map for haltere-mediated re£exes. The results of
this study indicate that the halteres are essential compo-
nents of a robust equilibrium system in which changes in
stroke amplitude re£exively counteract imposed rotations
of the body.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

(a) Animals
All behavioural experiments were performed on 97 two- to

four-day-old female fruit £ies, D. melanogaster Meigen, from a
laboratory culture that originated from 50 wild-caught gravid
females. The culture is maintained at 22 8C in a 1m3 cage
containing approximately 10^15 open vials of a cornmeal-based
Drosophila medium. The culturing regime requires that £ies must
actively £y and navigate towards new sources of food which are
placed in the cage every few days. This technique has been
developed to ensure that the animals maintain behavioural and
rigor under laboratory conditions. Females were used in the
experiments because they are larger and more robust than
males and £y for longer periods of time. Preliminary experi-
ments, however, suggest that all the basic results of this study
extend to males.

In preparation for each experiment, animals were cooled to
4 8C and tethered at the anterior end of their notum to a tung-
sten wire using light-activated glue as has been previously
described (Lehmann & Dickinson 1997b). To standardize the
alignment of each £y during the experiments, I took care to
tether each animal so that the tungsten wire was ¢xed at 908
with respect to its longitudinal body axis. After they recovered
from the cold, I allowed each animal to rest for at least one hour
before placing it within the test arena. To inhibit £ight prior to
each experiment, the animals were given a small square of
tissue paper to which they readily clung with their legs. I
initiated £ight by removing the tissue-paper platform with
forceps or blowing on the £y from above.

Because the primary purpose of this study was to charac-
terize the function of the halteres, in most experiments the head
was ¢xed to the thorax with glue so that the relative motion
between the two could not provide a cue for the detection of
angular motion. Fixing the head also ensures that the optomotor
responses are maximal (Heisenberg & Wolf 1984). However,
several preliminary experiments indicated that the equilibrium
responses of £ies with ¢xed heads were similar to those of
animals the heads of which were left free to rotate.

(b) Test arena
The £ight arena consisted of an optical wing-beat analyser

and a surrounding panorama of close-packed light-emitting
diodes (for details, see Dickinson & Lighton (1995) and
Lehmann & Dickinson (1997b)). The £ight arena itself was
mounted within a U-shaped gimble that could swing back-and-
forth via a stepper motor under computer control (¢gure 1c).
The controller that powered the stepper motor (Zeta 601,
Parker, Inc., Rohnert Park, CA) employed a micro-stepping
algorithm that subdivides 3608 of rotation into 24 000 steps to
ensure smooth motion. Attaching the motor to the gimble shaft
via a timing belt and two pulleys with a 1:4 gear ratio further
ensured smooth travel. The £ies were aligned within the arena
so that their longitudinal body axis was inclined at 608 with
respect to the horizontal plane, approximating the orientation of

their body during hovering £ight (David 1978; GÎtz & Wandel
1984). Most experiments were performed under visual c̀losed-
loop' conditions (GÎtz 1987a; Heisenberg & Wolf 1984), such
that the £ies actively controlled the angular velocity of a dark
308 wide vertical stripe by adjusting the relative stroke ampli-
tude of their wings. Under these conditions, £ies robustly
attempt to maintain the stripe in the front portion of their visual
¢eld. The £y, visual panorama, and wing-beat analyser were
rigidly mounted to one another within the oscillating frame of
reference to ensure that the mechanical oscillations did not
change the orientation of the £y with respect to either the visual
display or the wing-beat analyser. The arena was covered with a
black opaque cloth, so that the animal could not use optical £ow
seen through the open top of the arena as a cue to rotation.
Using this con¢guration, it was possible to measure the changes
in wing kinematics induced by physical rotation of the body in
the absence of visual motion cues. To vary the orientation of the
rotation vector, the resting position of the arena could be
adjusted within the gimble through two angles (¢gure 1d,e). By
rotating the base of the arena, it was possible to adjust the orien-
tation of angular rotation in the horizontal plane (�). By
changing the resting inclination of the arena within the gimble,
it was possible to adjust the orientation of angular rotation in
the vertical plane (�).

At the start of each experiment, a £y was positioned within
the arena and the closed-loop gain and o¡set for visual feed-
back was adjusted so that the animal could easily stabilize the
position of the 308 stripe. I then oscillated the arena back-and-
forth under computer control using a series of constant
acceleration motions. During the ¢rst excursion from rest, the
arena moved to an angular displacement of +128 at an accel-
eration of 16008 sÿ1 and then decelerated to its maximum
position of +248 at 716008 sÿ1. The arena then swung from
+248 to 7248, ¢rst by accelerating from +248 to 08 at
16008 sÿ2 and than decelerating from 08 to ÿ248 at ÿ16008 sÿ2.
This procedure repeated so that the arena oscillated back-and-
forth for three complete cycles before returning to its resting
position. Each full excursion from +248 to ÿ248 took 346ms
during which time the velocity changed linearly from ÿ277 to
+2778 sÿ1. Because the angular acceleration of the arena
followed a square wave trajectory, the angular velocity followed
a triangular waveform, and the position of the arena followed
a series of normal and inverted parabolas. This complex
stimulus waveform was chosen because previous studies
suggested that the forces detected by the haltere should vary
with the angular velocity of rotation (Nalbach 1993; Pringle
1948). Since the motor was operated in open-loop, the actual
trajectories deviated slightly from the programmed motion.
However, the true motion of the arena was recorded using an
angular displacement transducer (TransTek, Inc., Ellington,
CT) mounted to the gimble shaft.

Five channels of data were captured during the experiments
at a sampling rate of 200Hz each: arena position, left-wing
amplitude, right-wing amplitude, wing-beat frequency, and the
position of the vertical stripe within the visual display. To
minimize the variance in stroke kinematics introduced by this
close-loop con¢guration, the responses to eight identical
mechanical rotations were averaged for each trial. In experi-
ments designed to map out the directional sensitivity, I adjusted
the angular orientation of the arena within the gimble in
increments of 158 between trials. The sequential order of angles
was chosen randomly to control for monotonic changes in £ight
performance over time.
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(c) Anatomical measurements
The narrow stroke plane within which each haltere beats is

inclined with respect to the longitudinal and transverse axes of
the £y. Although the directional sensitivity of the haltere system
depends critically on these inclination angles, they have never
been measured in D. melanogaster. To do so, I mounted tethered
£ies within a calibrated two-axis rotational micromanipulator
and illuminated them with a stroboscope under a stereo-
microscope. First, the longitudinal and transverse axes of the £y
were aligned with the zero positions of the micromanipulator
axes. I then adjusted the orientation of the £y until the haltere
stroke plane was aligned vertically. The angles of inclination
could then be read from the calibrated actuators of the micro-
manipulator.

(d) Anatomical and functional de¢nitions of yaw,
pitch and roll

The terms yaw, pitch and roll refer to an orthogonal system
of rotation vectors that are usually de¢ned with respect to the
morphology of a given object. For animals, yaw, pitch and roll
are typically de¢ned as rotations about the dorsoventral,
bilateral, and longitudinal axes, respectively. From a functional
point of view, the task of an equilibrium system is to stabilize an
animal's orientation with respect to its £ight trajectory, which
for a £y typically lies within a horizontal plane. However,
because the longitudinal body axis is inclined with respect to the
horizontal during £ight, the anatomical yaw and roll axes do
not correspond to the functional yaw and roll axes. For this
reason, it is necessary to make a distinction between anatomical
yaw and roll (de¢ned with respect to the animal's morphological

axes), and functional yaw and roll (de¢ned with respect to the
£ight path). This distinction is especially important because the
posture of the animal changes with £ight speed. For example,
while £ying backwards the longitudinal body axis is inclined at
an angle of nearly 908. Under this condition, the anatomical
yaw axis would correspond to the functional roll axis and the
anatomical roll axis would correspond to the functional yaw
axis. At the fastest £ight speeds, Drosophila hold their body at an
angle of 208 with respect to the horizontal (David 1978) and the
anatomical and functional yaw axes are in closer alignment.
Under no free-£ight conditions, however, do the functional and
anatomical yaw and roll axes ever precisely correspond.
Although it undoubtedly creates some confusion, it is necessary
to switch between the anatomical and functional de¢nitions of
yaw and roll throughout the paper. No such distinction is
necessary for pitch, since the functional and morphological pitch
axes are always the same.

3. RESULTS

(a) Inclination of the haltere stroke plane
In Drosophila, the haltere stroke plane is inclined back-

wards from the transverse axis by an angle of 26.5� 6.788
(mean� s.d., n�12). This is very close to the value of 308
reported for the blow£y, Calliphora (Nalbach 1993). Unlike
Calliphora, however, the haltere stroke plane in Drosophila
is also inclined with respect to the vertical by an angle of
18.6� 6.788 (mean� s.d., n�12). Thus, the haltere does
not beat precisely up and down with respect to the long-
itudinal body axis, but rather is closer to the head at its
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extreme dorsal position and closer to the abdomen at its
extreme ventral position (¢gure 1b).

(b) Flies display compensatory equilibrium re£exes
Flies responded to mechanical rotations with stereo-

typed changes in wing kinematics (¢gure 2). When
pitched forward (head down), the £ies increased both the
stroke frequency and stroke amplitude of their two wings.
Backward pitching motion elicited a decrease in
amplitude and frequency. During functional rolls to the
left and right, the £ies increased the stroke amplitude of
the wing on the side of the body that was rotating
downward, and decreased the amplitude of the wing on
the side that was rotating upward. In contrast to the pitch
response, there was little modulation of stroke frequency
during functional roll. Given the force moments expected
from these changes in stroke kinematics, these equili-
brium re£exes should act to counter the imposed rotation
and thus represent compensatory reactions.

(c) Equilibrium re£exes track angular velocity of
stimulus

The halteres on a rotating £y are subject to several forces
that might represent the adequate stimuli for equilibrium
re£exes. In addition to Coriolis forces, gravity and angular
acceleration could encode the angular position and accel-
eration of the body (Nalbach 1993; Pringle 1948). Unfortu-
nately, it is not yet possible to directly measure the response
of the haltere a¡erents to di¡erent stimulus conditions.
However, assuming that the dynamics of the entire re£ex
are limited by the behaviour of the haltere, then the tuning
of the a¡erents may be inferred from the response of the
motor system as a whole. As shown in ¢gure 3, the changes
in wing kinematics during equilibrium re£exes are most
strongly correlated with instantaneous angular velocity
(¢gure 3b,e), which is consistent with the halteres acting as
Coriolis force detectors (Nalbach 1993; Pringle 1948). The
slope of the regression between stroke amplitude and
angular velocity provides a convenient means of quanti-
fying the gain of the equilibrium response. Such gain
values, and comparable data calculated for stroke
frequency, are used throughout the paper to quantify the
e¡ects of various experimental treatments.

(d) Gain of equilibrium re£exes are enhanced by
visual closed-loop conditions

The experiments described so far were performed under
visual closed-loop conditions, such that the animals
actively controlled the angular velocity of a 308 vertical
stripe by adjusting wing stroke kinematics. I chose the
closed-loop con¢guration because previous studies indicate
that behavioural and physiological performance of teth-
ered £ight in Drosophila is enhanced relative to open-loop
conditions and better approximates free-£ight conditions.
One potential artefact, however, is that part or all of the
kinematic response to mechanical oscillation is caused by
an exaggerated optical £ow of the vertical stripe. Such
instability might occur if an animal's optomotor perfor-
mance is compromised during mechanical oscillation.
However, as indicated in ¢gure 4, the equilibrium re£exes
are not qualitatively altered under open-loop conditions.
This result indicates that the equilibrium re£exes are not
artefacts of the closed-loop con¢guration. The stroke

amplitude sensitivities to pitch, roll and yaw were,
however, reduced under visual open-loop conditions,
although the di¡erence was only signi¢cant for the roll
response (p5 0.05, t-test). Thus, like several other aspects
of £ight behaviour under tethered conditions (Heisenberg
& Wolf 1988), equilibrium re£exes appear enhanced when
the animal is actively engaged in optomotor £ight control.

(e) The halteres are required for equilibrium re£exes
Although the halteres are the most likely source of

mechanosensory feedback for equilibrium responses in
£ies, they are by no means the only potential source. To
test whether the halteres are necessary for the compen-
satory changes in wing kinematics, I examined the equi-
librium re£exes of animals after removing the end-knob
of one or both halteres (¢gure 5a). While this ablation
procedure should greatly attenuate the magnitude of
Coriolis forces, it leaves the ¢elds of campaniform
sensilla at the base of the haltere intact. The fact that all
individuals tested £ew under tethered conditions after
both unilateral and bilateral ablation indicates that the
severity of the ablation procedure was not so large as to
inhibit the basic function of £ight circuitry. Bilateral
ablation reduced the compensatory changes in stroke
amplitude by approximately 90% (pitch, 89%; roll,
91%; yaw, 97%). In contrast, ablation of one haltere
only partially inhibited the equilibrium re£exes. While
both the pitch and roll responses of the wing ipsilateral
to the ablated haltere were diminished by 65%, the
response of the contralateral wing was not signi¢cantly
di¡erent from that of unablated controls (¢gure 5b).
These results are consistent with the behavioural obser-
vation that while a haltere-less £y is completely unstable
in free £ight, an animal with a single haltere appears to
£y almost normally (Fraenkel & Pringle 1938). The
results also suggest that the steering muscles controlling
compensatory changes in stroke kinematics receive infor-
mation encoded by both ipsi- and contralateral halteres.
The consequences of uni- and bilateral haltere ablation
were similar for rotations about the functional pitch, roll
and yaw axes, with the exception that unilateral ablation
had a more drastic e¡ect on the yaw response. This
di¡erence must be interpreted cautiously, however,
because the background sensitivity to functional yaw is
low even with intact halteres.

The e¡ects of haltere ablation on changes in stroke
frequency were subtly di¡erent than those on wing-beat
amplitude (¢gure 6a,b). Because imposed roll and yaw
have little e¡ect on stroke frequency, the e¡ects of
haltere ablation are presented only for pitch. While
unilateral ablation had little or no e¡ect on the modula-
tion in stroke frequency, bilateral ablation nearly
abolished the response. Thus, the halteres do provide
feedback for the control of stroke frequency during pitch.
One curious and unexpected result of haltere ablation
was that it signi¢cantly increased the background stroke
frequency of the £y in the absence of any rotational
stimuli (¢gure 6c). Following haltere ablation, £ies £ew
with a wing-beat frequency of 242� 9.1 Hz (mean� s.e.,
n� 8), representing a 24% increase over control levels
(p50.001, t-test). This elevated value is signi¢cantly
higher than maximum stroke frequencies elicited in
intact tethered £ies by visual stimuli (Lehmann &
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Dickinson 1997a,b). Unilateral ablation also caused a
signi¢cant increase in mean stroke frequency (p50.01).

(f) Directional sensitivity of the haltere response
So far, all of the experiments have examined the

responses of the £ies to rotations about the functional roll
and pitch axes. To examine the directional tuning of the
equilibrium response in more detail, I varied the angle of

the rotation in 158 increments within horizontal and
vertical planes (¢gures 7 and 8). The two planes were
mapped in separate experiments using ten £ies each.
Assuming that the equilibrium system behaves linearly,
these two sets of data are su¤cient to reconstruct the
response of a £y to perturbations about any arbitrary
axis. Figure 7 shows the tuning of the equilibrium
response to rotation vectors lying in the horizontal plane.
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As in previous experiments, the longitudinal body axis of
the £y was orientated at approximately 608 from the
horizontal, the angle typical for hovering £ight. As the
orientation of the stimulus vector is varied in the hori-
zontal plane, the conditions changed from functional rolls
left and right (��0 and �180, respectively) to pitches
forwards and backwards (��790 and 90, respectively).
As expected, the tuning curve was symmetrical about the
animal's mid-sagittal plane. Functional rolls elicited the
greatest di¡erence in stroke amplitude, while pitches
elicited the largest response in the sum of stroke ampli-
tude. At intermediate angles, the di¡erence in stroke
amplitude varies as the cosine of the stimulus angle,
whereas the sum of stroke amplitude varies as the sine
(¢gure 7b). Stroke frequency displays a tuning curve that
is nearly identical to the sum of stroke amplitude such
that frequency is greatest during forward pitches and
lowest during backward pitches (¢gure 7c). The separate
tuning responses of the left and right wings are shown in
¢gure 7a. To generate the appropriate compensatory
responses, the tuning curves of the two wings are 908 out
of phase.

The harmonic shape of the tuning curves indicates that
the sensory^motor cascade linking haltere mechano-
receptors to changes in stroke amplitude is linear with
respect to direction. Thus, the directional tuning of each
wing can be characterized by a single response vector
with a magnitude equal to the maximum sensitivity and
with an orientation equal to the preferred direction of the
response (¢gure 7d ). The response at any arbitrary angle
is given by the dot product of the stimulus with this
characteristic response vector. The response vectors were
estimated from a least-squares ¢t of a sinusoid through
the directional tuning data of each wing (left wing: 0.0188

(deg sÿ1)ÿ1, ÿ458; right wing 0.0168 (deg sÿ1)ÿ1, ÿ1358).
This orientation ensures that the sensitivity to functional
roll and pitch will be almost exactly the same.

The directional tuning of the equilibrium re£ex to rota-
tions lying within the sagittal plane is shown in ¢gure 8. As
with rotations in the horizontal plane, the stroke amplitude
responses are well ¢tted by simple harmonic functions.The
greatest di¡erence in stroke amplitude occurs when the
rotation vector is close to the anatomical yaw axis. Both the
sum of stroke amplitude (¢gure 8b) and stroke frequency
(¢gure 8c) are nearly constant at all rotation angles in the
sagittal plane. However, in both cases there is a small
modulation of the response that appears to vary as the sine
of twice the orientation angle. The polarity of the double
frequency response is exactly reversed for stroke frequency
and the sum of stroke amplitude. In D. melanogaster, the
product of summed stroke amplitude and frequency is
linearly proportional to total £ight force (Lehmann &
Dickinson 1997a,b). As shown in ¢gure 8e, this product
shows little modulation with respect to stimulus angle,
suggesting that a re£exive coordination of amplitude and
frequency maintains constant total force output during
yaw or roll reactions. Such coordination might function to
keep the animal from losing or gaining altitude during
compensatory re£exes.

The individual tuning responses of the two wings to
rotations in the sagittal plane are shown in ¢gure 8a. As
with the directional tuning in the horizontal plane, the
response of each wing is well described by a single
response vector (¢gure 8d; left wing: 0.0108 (deg sÿ1)ÿ1,
1058; right wing: 0.0128 (degs sÿ1)ÿ1, ÿ758). The orienta-
tion of these response vectors is such that the £ies will be
more sensitive to functional yaw during fast forward £ight
than during hovering. The response exhibits a `blind spot'
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Figure 9. Summary of
haltere-mediated equilibrium
re£exes. Changes in stroke
amplitude elicited by pitch
and roll generate restorative
moments that maintain a
stable £ight posture.
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about an axis that is inclined at 168 with respect to the
longitudinal body axis. That a blind spot exists is not
surprising, because the directional tuning curves must
cross zero at some angle within the mid-sagittal plane of
the £y in order for the compensatory re£exes to be
symmetrical for rotations to the left and right.

4. DISCUSSION

The results of these experiments indicate that £ies
possess a robust equilibrium re£ex in which angular rota-
tions of the body elicit compensatory changes in both the
amplitude and frequency of the wing-beat (¢gure 9).
Ablation experiments demonstrate that these stability
re£exes are elicited by sensory feedback from the halteres.
The magnitude of the changes in stroke amplitude and
frequency are linearly proportional to the velocity of
angular rotation, corroborating previous evidence that
the halteres function by detecting Coriolis forces. The
robust nature of these re£exes and their absolute depen-
dence on intact halteres explains why £ies whose halteres
have been ablated cannot remain airborne. Directional
tuning experiments indicate that the haltere-mediated
equilibrium re£ex is quite linear and the kinematics
responses vary as simple trigonometric functions of
stimulus orientation.

(a) Are the kinematic changes evoked by the haltere
compensatory?

Several lines of evidence suggest that the haltere-
mediated re£exes would function to counter imposed
rotations and thus maintain equilibrium during £ight. In
Drosophila, changes in total stroke amplitude are
accomplished primarily through changes in the ventral
excursion of the wings (GÎtz 1983; Zanker 1990). Except
during very low levels of force production, the wings
come to or near their dorsal limit during dorsal stroke
reversal. Measurements of instantaneous £ight force
suggest that the greatest aerodynamic forces are gener-
ated during the latter half of the downstroke and early
upstroke (Dickinson & GÎtz 1996). For these reasons,
increases in stroke amplitude are likely to elevate instan-
taneous force production during the ventral portion of
the stroke when the wing is anterior to the £y's centre of
mass. Although the kinematics of the clap and £ing at
dorsal stroke reversal also change during steering
manoeuvres (Ennos 1989; GÎtz 1987a; Lehmann & GÎtz
1996), recent calculations suggest that such changes have
only a minor in£uence on rotational moments (Lehmann
& GÎtz 1996). Thus, a bilateral increase in stroke
amplitude should generate a moment that would rotate
the animal nose up, while a decrease in amplitude would
rotate the animal downward. Similarly, an increase in the
stroke amplitude of one wing should generate a rotational
torque towards the opposite side. These simple models
relating stroke amplitude changes to force moments are
consistent with experiments that examined the changes in
torque (Blondeau & Heisenberg 1982) and stroke kine-
matics (GÎtz 1983) elicited by optokinetic stimuli. Thus,
although there exist no direct measurements of £ight
torque during mechanical oscillation, it seems certain
that the kinematic changes evoked during haltere-
mediated re£exes act to counter the imposed rotation.

Exploring the link between kinematic changes and
their aerodynamic consequences raises an important
question: how many rotational degrees of freedom can
the £y control? The evidence in this paper indicates that
Drosophila can independently control rotational moments
around at least two orthogonal axes. Symmetrical bilat-
eral changes in stroke amplitude permit control around
the pitch axis, while adjustments in the di¡erence in
stroke amplitude create a combined yaw^roll moment
that would allow control around a single axis lying in the
mid-sagittal plane. Stroke amplitude changes alone would
not, however, enable a £y to control yaw and roll
independently. One possibility is that as with many forms
of aircraft, three-axis control may not be necessary for a
functional stability system. Another possibility is that £ies
can indeed control yaw and pitch moments independently,
but that this control requires more subtle kinematic
changes that are not detected by the wing-beat analyser
used in this study. For example, by varying the angle of
attack, timing of wing rotation, or deviation from the
stroke plane, an animal might alter the magnitude and
direction of force moments so that it could generate a
pure yaw or pure roll moment.

In tethered £ight, Drosophila produce rapid changes in
torque about their anatomical yaw axis called torque
spikes, which correspond to the body saccades they
produce in free £ight (Collett & Land 1975; Heisenberg
& Wolf 1979). Super¢cially, these observations suggest
that £ies can generate rapid changes in morphological
yaw, without producing roll. However, because none of
the torque-measuring devices that have been used in
£ight arena studies can measure rotational moments
about more than one axis, the angular composition of
torque spikes remains an open question. Further, in
experiments using `torque compensators' (GÎtz 1964;
Heisenberg & Wolf 1979), £ies are typically orientated so
that the sensor measures torque around the anatomical
yaw axis. In free £ight, £ies are inclined at an angle of
about 20^608 with respect to the horizontal plane
depending upon £ight speed (David 1978). A moment
around the anatomical yaw axis, measured in tethered
£ight, would actually resolve into moments around both
the functional roll and yaw axes during free £ight.
Preliminary high-speed video analysis of animals in free
£ight con¢rms that body saccades are accomplished by
rotation about both the yaw and roll axes (M. H. Dick-
inson, personal observation). This is not to say that Droso-
phila cannot independently control yaw and roll, but that
they appear to coordinate rotation about these axes
during many steering manoeuvres. In summary, from
current evidence it is not possible to resolve whether
Drosophila can control body rotation independently about
two axes or three.

(b) The relationship between haltere re£exes and the
visual system

A £y's ability to produce ¢ne-tuned £ight behaviours
rests in large part on the rapid integration of motion-
sensitive visual circuitry with temporally precise mechan-
osensory signals from the halteres and wings (Borst &
Dickinson 1999). The £y's visual system is divided into at
least two main subsystems that serve di¡erent functions
during £ight. Large-¢eld optical £ow elicits re£exive
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changes in wing kinematics that function to minimize the
angular velocity of retinal slip (Egelhaaf 1989). These
re£exes, termed `optomotor responses' (GÎtz 1964), are
thought to play an important role in course stabilization
and function around all three body axes (Blondeau &
Heisenberg 1982; GÎtz 1983). Because these large-¢eld
optomotor re£exes are also compensatory, the system
would work in concert with the haltere-mediated
responses to counter imposed turns. Thus, if a pocket of
turbulence were to spin a £y from its equilibrium
position, both the physical rotation of the £y and the
large-¢eld motion across the retina in the opposite
direction would serve as cues to activate a compensatory
change in wing kinematics.
Whereas £ies respond to large ¢eld objects in order to

stabilize angular velocity (Egelhaaf 1989), they respond
to small ¢eld objects in order to stabilize the position of
the object on the retina. Under closed-loop conditions,
this response to small ¢eld stimuli gives rise to robust
¢xation behaviour, the active maintenance of a small
target in the front portion of the £y's visual world (GÎtz
1980, 1987b). The circuitry that underlies ¢xation is
probably important in the animal's ability to orientate
towards targets and landmarks within the visual environ-
ment. Unlike the large-¢eld optomotor re£exes, ¢xation
and other object-orientated visual behaviours may be in
con£ict with haltere-mediated equilibrium re£exes. For
example, whereas haltere re£exes function to maintain
stability, a £y must actively change direction and body
orientation in order to navigate through its world in
search of food, mates and oviposition sites. This con£ict
between £ight stability re£exes and goal-orientated
manoeuvres is similar to that between vestibular^ocular
re£exes and active head rotation in vertebrates. Without
some appropriate change in e¤cacy, haltere-mediated
equilibrium re£exes would function to counter goal-
orientated motion. To resolve this potential con£ict, the
nervous system must contain the means of attenuating
equilibrium re£exes during the generation of controlled
manoeuvres.
There are several mechanisms that might explain how

a £y succeeds in changing orientation in the presence of
the robust equilibrium re£exes. First, the rapidity of
voluntary manoeuvres might allow the £y to change
direction before the haltere-mediated re£ex impedes rota-
tion. The torque spikes produced by rigidly tethered £ies
are several times longer than those produced by loosely
tethered £ies free to rotate about their functional yaw axis
(Heisenberg & Wolf 1979). One simple explanation of
this result is that haltere re£exes normally act to termi-
nate torque spike commands. In rigidly tethered animals,
the haltere feedback is eliminated, resulting in substan-
tially longer torque spikes. Under free-£ight conditions,
the ¢nite delay between the development of torque
following a saccade command and initiation of the
haltere-mediated reaction may allow the motor command
brie£y to òutrun' the compensatory re£ex. Body saccades
may represent a means of manoeuvring within the
constraints of the equilibrium system. This potential
antagonistic interaction between saccade commands and
the haltere-mediated re£exes also provides a possible
explanation for why the haltere is relatively insensitive to
angular rotations around the functional yaw axis. The

gain of equilibrium re£exes might be lower about the
functional yaw axis so as not to interfere with visually
direction manoeuvres.

An alternative mechanism by which the £y might
resolve motor con£icts during goal-directed manoeuvres
is through active gain control of the haltere-mediated
re£exes. Like wings, halteres are equipped with a
complex set of steering muscles (Bonhag 1948; Mickoleit
1962). These tiny control muscles might function to
change either haltere kinematics or campaniform sensi-
tivity during £ight. Recently, the motor neurons of at
least two of these muscles in Calliphora have been shown
to receive directionally sensitive input from descending
visual interneurons. This pathway would provide one
means by which the visual system could decrease the
sensitivity of the haltere during both voluntary and
involuntary behaviours. A third possibility is that the
descending command neurons actually use the haltere
re£exes to generate voluntary manoeuvres (Chan et al.
1998). Through their in£uence on haltere-steering
muscles, descending neurons could initiate re£exive
responses to `virtual' £ight perturbations. These three
mechanisms, passive outrunning, active desensitization
and re£ex loop activation are not mutually exclusive; all
could play a role in allowing the £y to perform active
manoeuvres under the constraints of the haltere re£exes.

The in£uence of the visual system on the sensitivity of
the haltere may provide the means of solving a di¤cult
control problem that must emerge when the animal
changes speed. As they £y, Drosophila maintain the
orientation of their body at an angle which ranges from
208 during fast forward £ight to 908 when £ying
backwards. This change in body posture has several
implications for proper function of the equilibrium
re£exes. First, the set point for proper pitch control may
change by as much as 708. Second, the orientation of the
functional yaw and roll axes rotates with respect the
haltere's frame of reference. One intriguing possibility is
that the descending interneurons from the visual system
or antennae might modify the directional sensitivity of
the halteres sensilla peripherally, through the in£uence of
the haltere control muscles, or centrally, through their
in£uence on haltere interneurons or target motor
neurons.

(c) The encoding of Coriolis forces by haltere
mechanoreceptors

Because of the potential contamination by large back-
ground oscillatory forces acting radially and tangentially,
the haltere sensors responsible for encoding Coriolis
forces must be directionally sensitive to normal de£ections
of the haltere from its stroke plane. Based solely on
morphology, Pringle (1948) argued that the normal
component of the Coriolis forces are encoded by just two
groups of sensilla, the basal plate campaniform ¢eld (dF2
of Gnatzy (1987) and later authors), and the internal
chordotonal organ. Pringle also developed an elegant
preparation in which he could mechanically oscillate the
haltere while recording from its nerve. Although his
extracellular records are di¤cult to interpret, the experi-
ments did indicate that while many a¡erents are active
during the back-and-forth oscillation of the haltere within
its stroke plane, other units were recruited when the £y
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was rotated about its yaw axis. While subsequent electro-
physiological analysis suggested that all the campaniform
¢elds may be partially sensitive to normal de£ection
(Thurm et al. 1975), more recent studies appear to
corroborate Pringle's view that the dF2 campaniforms
may play a central role in the equilibrium re£exes. In
Calliphora, the motor neuron of the ¢rst basalar muscle
(MNB1), an important muscle for the control of stroke
amplitude, receives strong monosynaptic input from dF2,
but not from any other campaniform ¢elds (Chan &
Dickinson 1996; Fayyazuddin & Dickinson 1996). This
synapse between dF2 a¡erents and MNB1 is quite strong
and consists of both electrical and chemical components,
a result that has been veri¢ed by genetic means in
Drosophila (Trimarchi & Murphey 1997). DF2 is the
largest of the campaniform ¢elds, consisting of roughly
110 individual campaniform sensilla in Calliphora. I am
currently attempting to elucidate further the role of dF2
and the other campaniform ¢elds by examining equili-
brium re£exes in £ies following selective laser ablation of
speci¢c sensilla.

(d) The directional sensitivity of the
haltere-mediated equilibrium re£ex

As indicated in ¢gures 7 and 8, the magnitude of the
kinematic changes elicited by angular rotation varies with
stimulus direction. This directional tuning represents the
net behaviour of a sensory^motor cascade linking haltere
a¡erents, steering muscles, wing kinematics, and the
resulting changes in aerodynamic forces. The directional
sensitivity of the behaviour as a whole might arise at
di¡erent levels within this cascade. The most parsimo-
nious explanation is that the directional tuning of the
re£exes as a whole re£ects the directional sensitivity of a
single homogeneous population of primary sensory
a¡erents at the base of the haltere, possibly dF2. In this
scheme, the motor neurons and interneurons controlling
the steering muscles simply follow the directional
sensitivity of the haltere a¡erents. A second possibility is
that the haltere a¡erents are more broadly tuned, but
that the projections are functionally segregated onto
di¡erent populations of motor neurons and interneurons.
In this scheme, the directional response of the kinematics
is not a simple echo of sensory cell tuning, but rather
results from a complex pattern of sensory^motor
mapping. The tuning of the equilibrium re£exes in the
vertical plane (¢gure 8) provides some evidence for the
model in which the motor circuitry simply follows the
directional sensitivity of the halteres. The normal compo-
nent of the Coriolis force vanishes at rotations about an
axis normal to the haltere stroke plane (Nalbach 1993).
The halteres are inclined at an angle of 18.6� 4.78 with
respect to the vertical, which corresponds almost exactly
to the `blind spot' at 168 below the longitudinal body axis.
Thus, the kinematic response vanishes at precisely the
stimulus orientation where the haltere response should be
minimal. This correlation appears to support the hypoth-
esis that the tuning of the haltere determines the
directional sensitivity of the kinematic responses. Other
evidence, however, would suggest that the sensory^motor
map is more complex. For example, the kinematic
response vectors in the horizontal plane are not well
aligned with the directional sensitivity of the sensory

a¡erents predicted from haltere orientation (¢gure 7).
While each haltere is inclined at an angle of 26.58 with
respect to the transverse axis, the kinematic response of
each wing is maximal at 458. Evidence from the blow£y,
Calliphora, would also suggest that the equilibrium re£exes
function by way of a more complex sensory^motor map.
At the anatomical level, the projection patterns of haltere
sensory a¡erents in Calliphora vary quite extensively both
within and among the ¢ve campaniform ¢elds. Hengsten-
berg (1988) has shown that rotation about the roll axis,
which is roughly perpendicular to the haltere stroke
plane, does elicit a compensatory roll of the head that is
abolished by haltere ablation. Thus, the halteres seem
capable, in a blow£y at least, of encoding rotation about
an axis roughly normal to their mean stroke plane and
conveying that information to appropriate neck muscles.
Because £ight posture varies quite extensively depending
on size and habit, it is not surprising to ¢nd species-
speci¢c di¡erences in the details and function of the
haltere sensory^motor system.
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